An overview is given of definitions and complexity results of a number of variants of the problem of probabilistic inference of the most probable explanation of a set of hypotheses given observed phenomena.
Preliminaries
In this section, we give a concise overview of a number of concepts from prob abilistic networks, graph theory, and complexity theory, in particular defini tions of probabilistic networks and treewidth, some background on complex ity classes defined by probabilistic Turing Machines and oracles, and fixedparameter tractability. For a more thorough discussion of these concepts, the reader is referred to textbooks like [15] , [21] , [22] , [23] , [24] , [25] , and [26] .
Bayesian Networks
A probabilistic network B is a graphical structure that models a set of stochastic variables, the (in-) dependencies among these variables, and a joint probability distribution over these variables. B includes a directed acyclic graph G = (V, A ), modeling the variables and (in-) dependencies in the network, and a set of parameter probabilities r in the form of conditional probability tables (CPTs), capturing the strengths of the relationships between the variables. The network models a joint probability distribution Pr(V) = J} r ¡=1 P r(v | n(V )) over its variables, where n(V ) denotes the parents of V in G. We will use upper case letters to denote individual nodes in the network, upper case bold letters to denote sets of nodes, lower case letters to denote value assignments to nodes, and lower case bold letters to denote joint value assignments to sets of nodes. We will use E to denote a set of evidence nodes, i.e., a set of nodes for which a particular joint value assignment is observed.
Throughout this chapter, we will refer to the Brain tumor network, shown in Figure 1 , as a running example. This network, adapted from Cooper [27] , captures some fictitious and incomplete medical knowledge related to metastatic cancer.
. The presence of metastatic cancer (modeled by the node M C ) typically induces the development of a brain tumor (B), and an increased level of serum calcium (IS C ). The latter can also be caused by Paget's disease (P D ). A brain tumor is likely to increase the severity of headaches (H ).
Long-term memory ( M ) is probably impaired, or even malfunctioning. Furthermore, it is likely that a CT-scan (C T ) of the head will reveal a tumor if it is present, but it may also reveal other anomalies like a fracture or a lesion, which might explain an increased serum calcium.
Every (posterior) probability of interest in Bayesian networks can be com puted using well known lemmas in probability theory, like Bayes' theorem (Pr(H | E ) = Pr(EPHEP)r(H) ), marginalization (Pr(H ) = ^g, Pr(H A G = g¿)), and the property that Pr(V) = n=1 P r(v |n(V¿)). For example, from the defi nition of the Brain Tumor network we can compute that Pr(b | M = imp A CT = fract) = 0.04 and that Pr(mc A -pd | M = norm A H = abs) = 0. 16 .
An important structural property of a probabilistic network is its treewidth. Treewidth is a graph-theoretical concept, which can be loosely described as a measure on the locality of the dependencies in the network. Formally, the treewidth of a probabilistic network, denoted by tw(B), is defined as the minimal width over all tree-decompositions of the moralization of G. The moralization of a directed graph G is the undirected graph, obtained by iteratively connecting the parents of all variables and then dropping the arc directions. The moral graph of the Brain Tumor network is shown in Figure 2 .
A tree-decomposition of an undirected graph is defined as follows iei Treewidth is defined such that a tree (an undirected graph without cycles) has treewidth 1. A polytree (a directed acyclic graph that has no undirected cycles as well) with at most k parents per node has treewidth k . A treedecomposition of the moralization of the Brain Tumor network is shown in Figure 3 . The width of this tree-decomposition is 2, since this decomposition has at most 3 variables in each bag.
In the remainder, we assume that the reader is familiar with basic concepts of computational complexity theory, such as Turing Machines, the complexity classes P and NP, and NP-completeness proofs. For more background we refer to classical textbooks like [24] and [25] . In addition to these basic concepts, to describe the complexity of various problems we will use the probabilistic class PP, oracles, and fixed-parameter tractability.
The class PP contains languages L accepted in polynomial time by a Prob abilistic Turing Machine. Such a machine augments the more traditional nondeterministic Turing Machine with a probability distribution associated with each state transition, e.g. by providing the machine with a tape, randomly filled with symbols [28] . If all choice points are binary and the probability of each transition is 2 , then the m ajority of the computation paths accept a string s if and only if s € L. This majority, however, is not fixed and may depend on the input, e.g., a problem in PP may accept 'yes'-instances with size n with probability 1 + . This makes problems in PP intractable in general, in contrast to the related complexity class BPP which is associated with problems which allow for efficient randomized computation. BPP, however, accepts 'yes'-inputs with a bounded majority (say | ). This means we can amplify the probability of a correct answer arbitrary close to one by running the algorithm a polynomial amount of times and taking a majority vote on the outcome. This approach failes for unbounded majorities as 1 as allowed by the class PP: here an exponential number of simulations (with respect to the input size) is needed to meet a constant treshhold on the probability.
The canonical PP-complete problem is Majsat: given a Boolean formula 4, does the majority of the truth instantiations satisfy 4? Indeed it is easily shown that Majsat encodes Satisfiability: take a formula 4 with n variables and construct ^ = 4 V xn+1. Now, the majority of truth assignments satisfy ^ if and only if 4 is satisfiable, thus NP Ç PP. In the field of probabilistic networks, the problem of determining whether the probability Pr(X = 
Com putational Com plexity
is the lexicographically first, respectively middle, satisfying truth assignment). These classes are associated with finding optimal solutions or enumerating so lutions.
In complexity theory, we are often interested in decision problems, i.e., prob lems for which the answer is yes or no. Well-known complexity classes like P and NP are defined for decision problems and are formalized using Turing Ma chines. In this paper we will also encounter function problems, i.e., problems for which the answer is a function of the input. For example, the problem of determining whether a solution to a 3 S a t instance exists, is in NP; the problem of actually finding such a solution is in the corresponding function class FNP. Function classes are defined using Turing Transducers, i.e., machines that not only halt in an accepting state on a satisfying input on its input tape, but also return a result on an output tape.
A problem is called fixed parameter tractable for a parameter l [26] if it can be solved in time, exponential only in l and polynomial in the input size n, i.e. when the running time is O (f (l) • nc) for an arbitrary function f and a constant c, independent of n. In practice, this means that problem instances can be solved efficiently, even when the problem is NP-hard in general, if l is known to be small. If an NP-hard problem n is fixed parameter tractable for a parameter l then l is denoted a source of complexity of n [18].
The problem of finding the most probable explanation for a set of variables in Bayesian networks has been discussed in the literature using many names, like Most Probable Explanation (MPE) [29] , Maximum Probability Assignment (MPA) [30] , Scenario-Based Explanation [31] , (Partial) Abductive Inference or Maximum A Posteriori hypothesis (MAP) [32] . MAP also doubles to denote the set of variables for which an explanation is sought [30] ; for this set, also the term explanation set is coined [32] . In recent years, more or less consensus is reached to use the terms MPE and Partial MAP to denote the problem with full, respectively partial evidence. We will use the term explanation set to denote the set of variables to be explained, and intermediate nodes to denote the variables that constitute neither evidence nor the explanation set. The formal definition of the canonical variants of these problems is as follows. We assume that the problem instance is encoded using a reasonable encoding as is customary in computational complexity theory. For example, we expect that numbers are encoded using binary notation (rather than unary), that prob abilities are encoded using rational numbers, and that the number of values for each node in the network is bounded. In principle, it is possible to "cheat" on the complexity results by completely discarding the structure in a network B and encode n stochastic binary variables using a single node with 2n values that each represent a particular joint value assignment in the original network. The CPT of this node in the thus created network B' (and thus the input size of the problem) is exponential in the number of variables in the original network, and thus many computational problems will run in time, polynomial in the input size, which of course does not reflect the actual intractability of this approach.
M PE
In the next sections we will discuss the complexity of M PE and P a r tia l M AP, respectively. We then enhance both problems to enumeration variants: instead of finding the most probable assignment to the explanation set, we are interested in the complexity of finding the k-th most probable assignment for arbitrary values of k. Lastly, we discuss the complexity of approximating M PE and P a r tia l M AP and their parameterized complexity.
M PE and variants
Shimony [33] first addressed the complexity of the M PE problem. He showed that the decision variant of M PE was NP-complete, using a reduction from V ertex Cover. As already pointed out by Shimony, reductions from several problems are possible, yet using V ertex Cover allows particular constraints on the structure of the network to be preserved. In particular, it was shown that M PE remains NP-hard, even if all variables are binary and both indegree and outdegree of the nodes is at most two [33] .
An alternative proof, using a reduction from Satisfiability, will be given below. In this proof, we need to relax the constraint on the outdegree of the nodes, however, in this variant M PE remains NP-hard when all variables have either uniformly distributed prior probabilities (i.e., Pr(V = true) = Pr(V = false) = 1 ) or have deterministic conditional probabilities (Pr(V = true | n (V )) is either 0 or 1). The main merit of this alternative proof is, however, that a reduction from Satisfiability may be more familiar for readers not acquainted with graph problems. We first define the decision variant of MPE: M PE-D Instance: A probabilistic network B = (G, r), where V is partitioned into a set of evidence nodes E with a joint value assignment e, and an explanation set M; a rational number 0 < q < 1. a network B = (G, r) , an explanatory set M , evidence e , and an joint value assignment m to M : is m the most probable joint value assignment1 to M ) is co-NP-complete. a network B = (G, r) , an explanatory set M , evidence e, and an joint value assignment m to M : find a joint value assignment m' to M which has a higher probability than to m ) is NP-hard.
Bodlaender et al. [30] used a reduction from 3 S a t in order to prove a num ber of complexity results for related problem variants. A 3 S a t instance (U, C ), where U denotes the variables and C the clauses, was used to construct a prob abilistic network B(UC) with explanatory set X U Y . The construction was such that for any joint value instantiation x to X U Y that set Y to tr u e , x was the most probable explanation for B(UC) if (U, C ) was not satisfiable, and the second most probable explanation if if (U, C ) was satisfiable. Using this construction, they proved (among others) the following complexity results. R esu lt 4.5 ([30]). The IS-AN-MPE problem (given

R esu lt 4.6 ([30]). The BETTER-MPE problem (given
1Or one of the most probable assignments in case of a tie. 
Enumeration variants
In practical applications, one often wants to find a number of different joint value assignments with a high probability, rather than just the most probable one [38, 39] . For example, in medical applications, one wants to suggest alternative (but also likely) explanations to a set of observations. One might like to prescribe medication that treats a number of plausible (combinations of) diseases, rather than just the most probable combination. It may also be useful to examine the second-best explanation to gain insight in how good the best explanation is, relative to other solutions, or how sensitive it is to changes in the parameters of the network [40] .
Kwisthout [41] 
Approxim ation Results
While sometimes NP-hard problems can be efficiently approximated in polyno mial time (e.g., algorithms exist that find a solution that may not be optimal, but nevertheless is guaranteed to be within a certain bound), no such algo rithms exist for the M PE and P a r tia l M AP problems. In fact, Abdelbar and Hedetniemi showed that there can not exist an algorithm that is guaranteed to find a joint value assignment within any fixed bound of the most probable assignment, unless P = NP [45] . That does not imply that heuristics play no role in finding assignments; however, if no further restrictions are assumed on the graph structure or probability distribution, no approximation algorithm is guaranteed to find a solution (in polynomial time) that has a probability of at least 1 times the probability of the best explanation, for any fixed r.
In fact, it can be easily shown that no algorithm can guarantee absolute bounds as well. As we have seen in Section 4, deciding whether there exist a joint value assignment with a probability larger than q is NP-hard for any q larger than 0. Thus, finding a solution which is 'good enough' is NP-hard in general, where 'good enough' may be defined as a ratio of the probability of the best explanation or as an absolute threshold.
Observe that M PE is a special case of P a r tia l M AP, in which the set of intermediate variables I is empty, and that the intractability of approximating M PE extends to P a r tia l M AP. Furthermore, Park and Darwiche [36] proved that approximating P a r tia l M AP on polytrees within a factor of 2n is NPhard for any fixed e, 0 < e < 1 , where n is the size of the problem. R esu lt 7.1 ([45]). M PE cannot be approximated within any fixed ratio unless P = NP.
2To be more precise, the assumptions that the inclusions in the Counting Hierarchy [43] are strict.
R esu lt 7.2 ([33]
). M PE cannot be approximated within a fixed bound unless P = NP.
Fixed Param eter Results
In the previous sections we saw that finding the best explanation in a probabilis tic network is NP-hard and NP-hard to approximate as well. These intractability results hold in general, i.e., when no further constraints are put on the problem instances. However, polynomial-time algorithms are possible for M PE if certain problem parameters are known to be small. In this section, we present known results and corollaries that follow from these results. In particular, we discuss the following parameters: probability (P r o b a b ility -l M PE, P r o b a b ilityl P a r tia l M AP), treewidth (T r e e w id th -l M PE, T r e e w id th -l P a r tia l M AP), and, for P a r tia l M AP, the number of intermediate variables (In term e d ia te-l P a r tia l M A P). In all of these problems, the input is a probabilistic network and the parameter l as mentioned. Also, for the P a r tia l M AP vari ants combinations of these parameters will be discussed, in particular probability and treewidth ( Bodlaender et al. [30] presented an algorithm to decide whether the most probable explanation has a probability larger than q, but where q is seen as a fixed parameter rather than part of the input. The algorithm has a running time of O (2log 1-q • n), where n denotes the number of variables. When q is a fixed parameter (and thus assumed constant), this is linear in n; moreover, the running time decreases when q increases, thus for problem instances where the most probable explanation has a high probability, deciding the problem is tractable. The problem is easily enhanced to a functional problem variant where the most probable assignment (rather than true or FALSE) is returned. 
Conclusion
Inference of the most probable explanation is hard in general. Approximating the most probable explanation is hard as well. Furthermore, various problem variants, like finding the k-th MPE, finding a better explanation than the one that is given, and finding best explanations when not all evidence is available is hard. Many problems remain hard under severe constraints.
However, this need not to be 'all bad news' for the computational modeler. M PE is tractable when the probability of the most probable explanation is high or when the treewidth of the underlying graph is low. P a r tia l M AP is tractable when both constraints are met, to name a few examples. The key question for the modeler is: are these constraints plausible with respect to the phenomenon one wants to model? Is it reasonable to suggest that the phenomenon does not occur when the constraints are violated? For example, when cognitive processes like goal inference are modeled as finding the most probable explanation of a set of variables given partial evidence, is it reasonable to suggest that humans have difficulty inferring actions when the probability of the most probable explanation is low, as suggested by [19] ?
We do not claim to have answers to such questions. However, the overview of known results in this paper may aid the computational modeler in finding potential sources of intractability. Whether the outcome is received as a bless ing (because empirical results may confirm those sources of intractability, thus attributing more credibility to the model) or a curse (because empirical results refute those sources of intractability, thus providing counterexamples to the model) is beyond our control.
